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Manage your members' pensions, perform key tasks and stay up to date with Scheme information. 
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Pension scams 
Your employee’s pension is one of their greatest retirement benefits and it’s important to keep it secure. 

Pension scams can be very well disguised so it’s vital to know how to spot one. 

That’s why the Pensions Regulator, along with the Financial Conduct Authority, are working together to help 

you keep pensions safe. They’ve provided information on their website (This link opens in a new window), as 

well as providing a poster (This link opens in a new window) and guidance (This link opens in a new window) 

for employers. 
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Latest News 
The latest policy updates and announcements about the scheme and the news that affects it:  

Latest factor changes  

Changes to Lifetime Allowance from 6 April 2024  

Finance update  

More News  

Follow us on social media 
Find us on social media to get the latest news and announcements from Teachers' Pensions 
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